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**Opinion**

The variable application fees' model of Electronic Residency Application Service (ERAS) might be expecting that the fees per application becoming higher with increasing number of applications per specialty may deter the number of applications per applicant from soaring. However, this ploy to control the number of applications to manageable proportions for graduate medical education (GME) programs' appropriate and fair review may NOT have been adequately effective, considering that the number of total applications during ERAS season runs into millions. Herein we suggest that the incorporation of two progress bars into ERAS portal may be an additional provision to make applications' numbers manageable.

In the first progress bar at the time of finalizing each application's submission, the applicant must be able to see the total number of applications which have already been submitted to the chosen GME program. This may help the applicant in real-time to consider "less popular" GME programs wherein the manageable numbers of submitted applications will be more likely to be duly reviewed. As corresponding to the total number of interviewees planned by each GME program, the disclosed manageable applications' numbers may further enhance the efficacy of first progress bar in preventing applicants being overwhelmed to apply for numerous GME programs and GME programs being flooded with innumerable applications.

In the second progress bar at the time of finalizing an applicant for interview call, the GME program must be able to see the total number of interview calls which have already been confirmed by the chosen applicant. This may help the GME program in real-time to consider "less popular" applicants who all, because of manageable number of interview invites received, will be more likely to confirm the interview calls. As corresponding to physical feasibility for attending multiple interviews based on joblessness status of each applicant, the deciphered manageable interviews' numbers may further enhance the efficacy of second progress bar in preventing GME programs' interview calls being rejected by the overwhelmingly invited applicants and the innumerable applicants being potentially overlooked for interview calls.

Summarily, these two progress bars can be worthwhile enhancements to ERAS portal.
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